
EUROPEANS TARGET ASIAN GROWTH 
Hard-pressed European private banks are turning to the 

wealthy of Asia for growth two years after the financial crisis 
wiped out $12 trillion of global wealth, and with the U.S. and 
European recoveries stuttering. The richest people still live in 
the West, but scores of new entrepreneurs in emerging mar-
kets are closing the gap. Asset-gathering in Asia could help 
address private banks’ falling profitability and replace some 
of the Western clients pushed out of the super-wealthy brack-
et by their 2008 losses. Singapore’s rising allure as a wealth 
management centre is putting pressure on Switzerland, the 
world’s largest offshore banking centre, which is already suf-
fering from controversy over its bank secrecy rules and a U.S. 
tax fraud investigation into UBS, its biggest bank. Singapore 
is drawing boutique funds, advisory firms and brokerages with 
its light-touch regulation, even as Switzerland relaxes bank 
secrecy. 

MARGINS UNDER PRESSURE 
Wealthy clients burned by the credit crisis now want a 

broader service, simpler products and transparent pricing. And 
they will shop around to get what they want. This is increas-
ing costs and competition for client assets. Private banking 
margins narrowed from close to 100 basis points, or 1 percent, 
at the peak of the economic cycle to around 84 basis points 
in 2009, a study by business consultants McKinsey showed. 
Margins on offshore accounts are also being squeezed by in-
ternational pressure on private banks to hold only declared 
assets. The decline in offshore margins is expected to accel-
erate, moving those margins closer to those for onshore ac-
counts and compounding an overall fall in profitability.

FIGHT FOR THE SUPER RICH
For a private banker in search of a client, rich is just not 

rich enough anymore. Clients with less than $5 million to 
invest are losing their appeal as the elite of the industry 
fight over those with a much larger lump of investable 
wealth. The super rich -- those with tens of millions of dol-
lars to spare -- were hit harder than the rest during the 
credit crisis, but are rebuilding their wealth faster, making 
them an attractive segment for private banks. Yet private 
banks have to work hard for their money in this upper seg-
ment since clients are sophisticated and rely on an array of 
specialist advisers. While this pricing power can make mar-
gins tighter than in the lower tier of wealth management, 
the effort is worthwhile because such clients are resilient, 
and because private banks with global reach can leverage 
their investment banking divisions for larger projects.

UBS 
Battle-hardened boss Oswald 

Gruebel will be looking to improve 
investment banking income hit by 
derisking and persuade wary wealthy 
clients to put more of their money 
back in the bank. 

HSBC
Wealthy clients in Europe and 

North America could come under 
mounting pressure over untaxed as-
sets after data on 24,000 accounts 
was stolen from HSBC’s Swiss private 
bank and handed on to tax authori-
ties.
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